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"If the impossible is possible anywhere, it'll be possible in Eerie-On-Sea"

Welcome to the sleepy beach town of Eerie-on-Sea! Malamander was
one of our favorite read alouds last year...so much so that we are
reading it again! Since we are Lapbook lovers at our house, I decided to
create a simple Lapbook to go along with our Book Club here at the
Booknerd Cafe! You can go at your own pace or read along with us! I am
excited for you to meet Herbie, Violet, and the entire gang!

Read Chapters 9-12
Chapters 9 and 10 introduce us to 2 new characters. We meet Mrs. Fossil
and Seegol! Fill out a Lost Item Tag for each and add it to your suitcase!

Mrs. Fossil

Seegol

Next we are going to add some of Mrs. Fossils items to her beachcombing
bucket! You can also think of a special treasure you have found at the
beach, lake, park, or anywhere...feel free to draw it and add it in!

On the next page you will find Mrs. Fossils bucket and some items. Cut
out the bucket and glue into your lapbook. Then cutout whichever items
you would like and glue those on top of your bucket.

One especially fun item that Mrs.Fossil has found is a piece of
Coprolite...dino poop.
Here is a quick video that talks about what a Corpolite is!
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/what-is-a-coprolite.html

Read Chapters 9-12

In Chapter 12 we meet Erwin
the cat again. We previously
met him at the Book
Dispensary...but we have
learned a little something
new about him in Chapter 12!
Add Erwin to your suitcase!!

Erwin

Read Chapters 13-16
In Chapter 13, Herbie and Violet discover a very strange red stone in Mrs.
Fossils bucket of treasures! Cut out the booklet below. Read the
description of the object in the book and then make your best guess
about what you think the stone might be. Write it inside the booklet and
then glue into lapbook! (Or cut out blank booklet below and design the
red stone yourself! What do you think it looks like?)

Read Chapters 13-16
In Chapter 13 we are visiting Mrs. Fossil's

Flotsamporium. The word

Flotsamporium is a combination of two words: Flotsam and Emporium.
Look up each of the words in the dictionary and write the definition
below. Glue into lapbook.

FLOTSAMPORIUM
FLOTSAM:
eMPORIUM:

We also meet Dr. Thalassi. Let's add him to the
suitcase!

Dr. Thalassi

